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FROTHY ROGER 
Exfoliating Soap Sachet 

 

 
Yarn:  
Rico Design "Creative Bubble" (50 g black and 50 g iridescent-white will make 3 sachets (ca. 16 x 11 

cm),  one each with light and dark background as well as a divided one) 

 

Material and tools: 
2,5mm DPN (or one size smaller or larger, US size 1 or 2) 

ca. 40 cm cord or elastic  

1 bead with large hole so that cord just fits through twice  

scissors 

needle to sew up ends 
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Instructions: 
Cast on 56 st and close round. Place marker at beginning and middle of round. All stitches are knit 

stitches. 

 
After knitting 4 rds in main colour, knit the pattern (2x) from chart, beginning bottom right. 
 
When the skull is finished, knit another 10 rds in your background colour. For the divided sachet you 

might want to work the top sides separatedly (knit outside rows and purl inside rows) and sew sides 

together after finishing. 

 

In round 11 after the pattern *knit 2,  knit 2 together, yarn over right needle twice, knit 3 *,  repeat 

between** , knit 3 

Next round knit the yo as single stitch, so it will make a larger hole (= 56 st). Work another 2 rounds, 

bind off  and sew in ends.  

Thread cord + bead  and secure both with a large knot that will not slip through bead. 

 
 
Tip: Place cord (or bit of contrasting yarn to help you pukk cord through) already when making the 

holes, otherwise you might have a hard time finding the holes in the black yarn. 

 
Enjoy knitting, gifting and showering!  
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